HISTORY OF OIL OR GAS WELL
(Submit in duplicate)

In compliance with rules and regulations adopted pursuant to ORS 520.095 (Chapter 667 OL 1953)

Operator Leavitts Exploration and Drilling Co. Field Wildcat
Well No. #1, Sec. 34, T. 19, R. 3 W.W.M. W.B. 6 M.

Date October 30, 1984

Signed
Title President

(President, Secretary or Agent)

It is of the greatest importance to have a complete history of the well. Use this form in reporting the history of all important operations at the well, together with the dates thereof, prior to the first production. Include in your report such information as size of hole drilled to cementing or landing depth of casings, number of sacks of cement used in the plugging, number of shots or number of feet of cement drilled out of casing, depth at which cement plugs started, and depth at which hard cement encountered. If the well was dynamited, give date, size, position and number of shots.

If plugs or bridges were put in to test for water, state kind of material used, position and results of pumping or bailing.

Date

5-10-84 Set 60' of 10'' casing thru river rock to act as a conductor pipe(casing). Drilled a 10'' hole.

5-15-84 Drilled down to 240'.

5-20-84 Set 350' of 8-5/8'' casing- still drilling a 10'' hole.

5-22-84 Set plug at 360', proceeded by pumping 3 yards of cement down the hole and pumped it back outside of the casing to the surface.

5-25-84 Began setting up B.O.P.'s 5-27-84 - Finished setting up the B.O.P.'s.

6-8-84 1st attempt at testing the B.O.P.'s with Bill King.

6-18-84 2nd attempt at testing the B.O.P.'s was approved by Bill King.

6-19-84 Drilled out about 75' of cement. We now were drilling a 7-7/8'' hole.

6-26-84 Mud was not heavy enough, we drilled through some heaving shale at 720'. Shale started to pour out the hole by the yards. During this mishap we got the bit and drill pipe stuck. We were stuck for 3 weeks before we broke free.

7-19-84 We weighted our mud up to about 10 lbs - viscosity was at 60. We then proceeded to drill.

7-26-84 The hydraulic system on the rig broke down. We were down for 5 days.

8-1-84 We started to drill again.

Between 8-1-84 & 8-20-84 A lot of bits were being tried out because drilling was slow from hard formations. A lot of trips were made in and out of the hole.

8-20-84 Mr. Brooks decided to stop the drilling. Total depth was 952'.

Around

10-5-84 We attempted to plug the well. The plugging method in which we used did not work. The mud had hardened up and we were unable to push the P.V.C. pipe down the hole.

10-25-84 We used the drill rig and pipe to place the cement plug. We cleaned out the hole down to 415' with air. We then pumped 6 yards of cement down the hole until it reached the surface.

10-26-84 We cleaned up the drill site and abandoned the well.